In the Name of the Pater, or Why Democracy Remains Absent from Central Asia
Having become part of the international community as sovereign states, the fi ve Central Asian countries formally accepted democratic standards, including those of free and fair elections, at least as members of the United Nations and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. The latter has conducted several election observation missions in all but Turkmenistan, and has repeatedly concluded that the elections were not in accordance with its commitments. Other outside assistance on the way to democratisation, offered by countries as well as international governmental and non-governmental organisations, also seems to be in vain. Why are external efforts fruitless? Why does the rule of the pater persist? We will attempt to answer these two questions below; the former through a theoretical approach to democratisation, the latter through an analysis of the Central Asian political environment.
The demand or the supply -which is the driving force behind democratisation?
The question which actors -the domestic or the international -play a larger role in the process of democratisation of a country is subject to various explanations within the theoretical and the political realms. It is often argued that unless the domestic climate works favourably towards democratisation, all external endeavours will be in vain. According to Reilly, Western input into a country in democratic transition has a limited range: it can help design and construct stable institutions, provide security and required infrastructure, and assist in formulating norms and procedures for the initial attempt of a democratic election. From that point onwards, »democracy is a domestic game«. 3 Schmitter and Brouwer agree: external impact on democratisation is marginal and only as effective as domestic actors allow it to be. Furthermore, there should not be too much external interference, they claim, otherwise domestic actors will feel detached from the process and will not internalise its effects. Democracy promotion and protection should in their view be »self-cancelling« policy instruments. 4 Geiss addresses the question specifi cally in relation to Central Asia. He maintains that the reform of these countries' political systems can only be done by domestic political elites. The infl uence of external actors can function as an additional support of the reforms at the utmost. 5 Even more radical is the view of the former president of Kyrgyzstan, Akayev. In an interview he stated that »the genuine power of the people should grow within the countries themselves. [...] Pushing this process from the outside as a kind of »export of democracy« strongly resembles the Bolshevik 'export of revolution'«. 6 Less extreme, yet still suspicious of international efforts, is Esenov. He believes it is unreasonable for democratising countries in Central Asia to accept all recommendations offered by the West, because »nobody knows the situation here better than we do«. 7
The principles of sovereign equality of states and of non-interference in their internal affairs remain major characteristics of contemporary international relations. Therefore, advocates of the idea that democratisation cannot come into being without help from outside are understandably less ardent than the supporters of the primacy of domestic efforts. In one of his earlier writings, Schmitter supposes that countries which had no democratic tradition before becoming sovereign would generally rely on external assistance on their way to democracy. In his view, this holds for Central Asian countries as well. Still, Schmitter does not forget to underline that the principal domestic actors who should welcome international support -the political leaders -may be more concerned with how to secure re-election than with slow and long-term processes of democratisation. He sees importance in external pressure insofar as it represents an incentive for the rulers to keep the pace of reform. 8 According to Blank, internal forces do not have the power to »make the necessary transition without foreign assistance«. 9 In the same breath he adds, however, that in order for foreign help to be useful, domestic preparedness for reform is indispensable. Furthermore, in Brock et al., we fi nd that exporting democracy is more than a response to the needs of democratising countries. It is a »normal« constitutive part of established democracies' foreign policies. 10 The decision remains on the democratising countries whether they will see the need to welcome the exported democracy as part of their own domestic policies.
It would be futile to attempt to put domestic and international actors on a scale, according to how important a role they play in the process. Once internal and external factors come into contact, their respective activities and behaviour become intertwined. One side affects the reaction of the other. Whether a country can democratise on its own or the international community can democratise it despite its resistance are questions of »who is better than who«, and do not produce useful answers. Unless both sides are committed to the same goal, little success is to be expected. Another question is what results democratisation processes bring to each of them. It is not only the target country that changes; also the assistance providers do. Countries modify their strategies, inter-governmental organisations reform, and non-governmental organisations fi nd new niches to work in. In Central Asia, however, the domestic preparedness for reform does not seem to go beyond political declarations heard at international events. The present type of rule enables the incumbents to keep the power effectively in their hands, and prevents practically any change from the system that functioned within the Soviet Union.
Neopatrimonialism: the obstacle for democratisation in Central Asia
Inevitably, the last decade of political developments in Central Asia has posed the question of what kind of democratisation path these countries are following, if at all. Eager to achieve the international recognition of their place among established democracies, the Central Asian countries have in many aspects copied the constitutional and institutional framework of the Western world. Yet the implementation is lacking, and democracy has not (yet) become fi rmly anchored in their political culture. Schmitter predicts the per- sistence of unconsolidated democracy there, 11 Colton calls the Central Asian republics pre-democracies, 12 Zakaria is convinced that half of the democratising countries today are illiberal anyway, among them Kazakhstan. 13 Interestingly, only one Central Asian country, Kyrgyzstan, was placed among electoral democracies in the report issued by Freedom House. Tajikistan was categorised as a country with restricted democratic practice, whereas Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan were labelled authoritarian regimes. 14 Let us add that Olcott actually notes a reversal in case of Kazakhstan: its most democratic period was in the early 1990s when it was a managed democracy, where »the ruling elite set strict barriers on those engaged in independent political actions«.
15 This last characterisation adequately sums up the lowest common denominator of all Central Asian political systems: as different as they are otherwise, in all of them there is a more or less tight control of the societal life by the rulers, despite the existence of constitutional and institutional bases for democracy. If these bases would be used in an inclusive sense, i.e. allowing wide popular participation, guaranteeing human rights, and holding public servants and politicians accountable to the population, then, regardless of history, culture, religion and other societal characteristics, we could detect a genuine move towards liberal democracy. Instead, in the past 15 years not much has changed in terms of who rules in Central Asia. Procedurally, elections have been conducted but the same people stay in power, more concerned about re-election than about the well-being of their voters. 16 Such types of societies have fl ourished in many non-European countries, and have been characterised as neopatrimonial systems.
A patrimonial state is characterised by a strong leader whose legitimacy rests upon traditional loyalty of his subjects.
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Analyses of the phenomenon in traditional systems abound but contemporary authors acknowledge that patrimonial structures in a slightly modifi ed form are no less frequent today. A patrimonial regime basically differs from a neopatrimonial one in the formal existence of democratic institutions. In a neopatrimonial state, the foundations that are required for a political system based on the rule of law, separation of powers and wide political participation, are present. Nevertheless, they are primarily used by the incumbent rulers to enhance their power and ensure re-election.
11 Philippe C. Schmitter, supra note 9, p. 80. 12 Colton distinguishes between pre-democracies, antidemocracies and protodemocracies, all three being types of transition, which evolved on the territory of the former Soviet Union. Timothy J. 
The societal basis of neopatrimonialism
It is to be noted that Central Asian countries have not had the experience of national statehood before they were faced with the dissolution of the Soviet Union. True, they are named after the predominant ethnic groups but there is no clear national homogeneity, with the exception of Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Having no obvious national identity makes it very diffi cult to sustain stability within the state. The presidents have chosen to avoid the trouble of satisfying the interests of all groups and preventing confl ict in a liberal democratic manner. To remain in power, they rule with a more or less fi rm hand (former Kyrgyzstan's president being judged the least and the Turkmenistan incumbent the most authoritarian). A useful way to divert popular attention from their virtually never-ending rule and to awaken some sort of partial national unity is, for example, to point against the Russian population rather than being inclusive towards it. 21 Further, more important distinctions exist within ethnic groups, be they parochial, regional, tribal and/or clanal.
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These cleavages are refl ected in the structure of the political leadership as well. Usually, the ruling presidents give important positions to family and clan members, and similarly, local leaders put »their« people in local administration posts. Retaining support of one's local environment may thus be of utmost importance, 23 while keeping a good profi le in the eyes of the central ruling elite is none the less crucial. The everpresent fear from popular revolt forces the heads of Central Asian countries to seek support in their own base to secure their positions in the next term in offi ce. Such a system creates a vicious circle of mutual interdependence on the local level, as well as between lower levels and the centre. Staying in power means retaining economic benefi ts for the family/ clan/tribe, and that is why it is not diffi cult to understand why incumbents make sure they will keep top positions. Most likely they will have tailored procedural rules to achieve it, e.g. by passing appropriate laws; if not, electoral fraud will help obtain the desired result and/or threats and incentives will be employed. It is widely reported that during election campaigns candidates often resort to bribery, corruption and electoral fraud, and the authorities control the election administration and/or otherwise arbitrarily interfere in the electoral process.
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Such strong identifi cation with one's reference group does not help overcome divisions within a nation, and further supports the rulers' inclination to authoritarianism. In an environment where the rational bureaucratic rule does not function, there is no clear division of private from public sphere and this does not lead towards consolidated democracy. 25 In their presidents' views, people of Central Asia are »incapable of sharing power in a harmonious fashion«.
26 Also, the intrinsic values of Central Asian societies -loyalty, traditionalism, and inclination to personal and social obligations -have 21 Ian Bremmer, Nation-and State-Building in Eurasia, in »Georgetown Journal of International Affairs«, vol. 4, no. 1, 2003, p. 34 . Russians have become second-class citizens, they have lost political weight, which they -mostly immigrants -had enjoyed in Soviet times. The sudden overturn to building an »own« nation has led to increased »nativisation of culture and administration«, to the detriment of minorities in general, 
Misuse of the imprecise legal framework
Despite existing institutions, neopatrimonial systems lack most characteristics of the rational bureaucratic system: predictability, neutrality, transparency, among others. 29 The problem does not lie so much in outright breaches of law by the authorities as in the vagueness of the legal framework and the procedures that it allows, giving particularly extensive powers to the executive.
Following this line of thought, it is not surprising to see that all fi ve Central Asian states have strong presidential regimes with low degrees of parliamentary powers. In all of them there is a clear lack of balance between political institutions, and the power remains in the hands of the presidents and their closest administrations. Parliaments play a minor role; their competences do not reach much farther than to formally acknowledge or reject presidential decisions. We can observe how the institutions seem to embody democratic principles, but they do not work in that manner. More than the formal rules, the informal character of governance directs the conduct of dayto-day business. 30 In such societies there is a lack of clarity and transparency in public affairs, and accountability is practically non-existent. In Central Asia the incumbent presidents behave as omnipotent and immortal, and formal succession processes are either weak or not constitutionally guaranteed at all. For example, the Turkmen and Uzbek constitutions only regulate the procedure for substitution in case of the president's temporary incapacity but not in case of death. 31
Notwithstanding its negative sides, this institutional dualism, which permits fl oating between formal and informal rules, persists because there are some important »latent functions« it performs for the society. Informal -neopatrimonial -patterns allow the integration of ordinary citizens in public life, albeit through personal connections. Also, by resorting to informal contacts with politicians, people often achieve their goals faster and more effectively than through formal bureaucratic tenders. 32 It is diffi cult to say with certainty when such ambiguous actions have breached the law and when they have merely used the legal vacuum. Constitutional and legislative stipulations are in many instances formulated in so vague terms that various interpretations are possible. Usually they will be used by the ones in power -either to reinforce their position or to weaken the opposition. Let us look at some cases in the fi eld of elections. Setting conditions for individuals to register as candidates in Kyrgyzstan is one example. Candidates running for parliamentary positions need to fulfi l the constitutional condition which requires a permanent in-country residence of fi ve years before nomination. 33 In Uzbekistan the constitution requires a ten-year permanent residence in the country immediately prior to elections. 34 This effectively prevents active diplomats and young intellectuals working outside from running for important positions at home, and leaves the domestic elite »safe« from people who might bring in new ideas. Furthermore, candidates and political parties may be de-registered for minor technical violations, depending on the judgement of electoral commissions, because registration provisions are formulated in ambiguous terms. 35 In terms of voting rights, Kyrgyzstan also offers an example. At the 2005 parliamentary elections the Parliament decided not to allow the Kyrgyzs abroad to cast their vote. The decision itself was not in contravention to the Election Code because the law in fact regulates out-of-country voting only for presidential elections -the problem is that it is silent on parliamentary ones. 36 How law can actually support the existing power structures and how free the authorities are to bend rules to correspond to their interests was demonstrated by a recent case in Kazakhstan. After the Kyrgyz opposition had achieved the change on top of the country in spring 2005, the Kazakh authorities began with a campaign to restrict fundamental freedoms, with the obvious intent of preventing similar developments at home. The Election Law has been amended to ban public demonstrations between the end of an election campaign and the announcement of election results, and has introduced more restrictions on the timing for the registration of candidates. In addition, the parliament began considering a draft law that would signifi cantly restrict the work of foreign nongovernmental organizations in the country. An amendment to the national security law has been passed, which, among other restrictions, prohibits activity by foreigners, foreign legal entities, and international organizations that might interfere with the outcome of elections. 37
Conclusion
The situation of state affairs in Central Asia, briefl y sketched above, does not give hope for change towards democracy, rule of law and respect for human rights any time soon. The efforts of international actors do not fi nd a suffi cient number of interlocutors within any of the fi ve countries, and political dialogue does not bring substantial change. What is more, the change of the ruling elite (e.g. recently in Kyrgyzstan) does not necessarily depart from the same neopatrimonial pattern of rule.
Until democracy, as well as the rule of law and respect for human rights, begin to be seen as an investment into the future, no domestic or international efforts will bear fruit. The societies must internalise the understanding that respect for and the well-being of every individual will contribute to economic development, diminish confl icts and violence, and boost the support of the international community, thus also bringing in more investments and cooperation. If there is anything the international community can do, it should focus less on the politics and more on the civil society. Within the framework of assistance, not imposition, it should work towards the strengthening of domestic civil society and towards education of people about their basic rights. Most of the hard work to replace the neopatrimonial rule with genuine democracy, however, will have to be done by the countries themselves, in all aspects of life and at all levels of society.
